Prep - Learning at home - Week 3
Each activity included in this document is designed to last for about 30 minutes.
Note - Changes to this week’s planner:
i) It is set out per day, rather than per subject area.
ii) Priority tasks (activities you might prioritise if short on time) are listed at the end of the planner.
iii) We have allocated days for Health, Big Question Time (BQT) and Specialist programs.
These days are a suggestion only and your child may complete these on different days, if you prefer.
SUGGESTED DAILY HOME LEARNING TIMETABLE
Pre 9:00am

Wake up

Eat breakfast, make your bed, get dressed and clean your teeth.

9:00am 10:00am

Healthy time

Take a walk outside, do some yoga (online via Cosmic Kids) or complete
some mindfulness (online via Smiling Mind)

10:00am11:00am

Literacy

Complete Phonics and Reading task (30 minutes)
and Writing task (30 minutes).

11:00am11:30am

Brain break

Have something healthy to eat
and take half an hour to rest your brain.

11:30am12:00pm

Numeracy

Complete Mathematics task.

12:00pm12:30pm

Health &
Big Question
Time (BQT)

Complete Health or BQT task (1 per day).
Once tasks are complete, choose your own activity such as tuning into an
episode of the podcast ‘But Why’ or the ABCs ‘House of Sound’,making a
card or drawing a picture to send to a loved one.

12:30pm1:30pm
1:30pm2:30pm

2:30pm3:30pm

LUNCH

Specialists

Complete Art, PE, Indonesian or Performing Arts task (1 per day).
Once tasks are complete, choose your own play-based activity to complete
such as drawing a picture, playing shops, creating music from found
objects, or collecting natural materials to create a collage.

Educational iPad
If you have an iPad, use apps such as Targeting Maths, Book Creator,
Apps or continue Friends of 10, School Writing, or any from the 2020 P-2 suggested apps
with your STEAM list. Children could also listen to a more substantial text on Audible, which
challenge (See Big is currently free, or listen to a children’s podcast (these ‘best podcasts for
Question Time) kids’ lists from Common Sense Media and Wired are suggestions only, and
parents will need to decide whether the content is appropriate for their
own children). Children may also like to read previous school newsletters
or classroom blog posts (password: newport2020).
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DAILY PRACTISE ACTIVITIES
(Activities we suggest be completed each day)

Reading
Phonics Practise
Practise saying the name and sound for all sounds/letters learnt in Term 1 (S A T P I N M E H R D O U L B). Be
sure to show your child both upper and lower case versions of the letters.
Introduce these new letters: K, CK, W
Point out that:
(i) ‘ck’ never occurs at the beginning of a word, and
(ii) ‘ck’ only occurs after a short vowel sound.
High frequency words practise: Practise reading all of the words that have been taught so far: as a I is at it
in am the was man an, of to sat and his on not said because like me be we went so no go going
Introduce these new words: you, my, us
Reading Strategy reminder: Stretchy Snake
Remind children that when they are reading independently, they need to stretch out the sounds that letters
make and then put the sounds together to solve a word.
Independent Reading practise:
Children read one of their take home books for 15 minutes every day. You will find more online books that
they can use to practise their reading here: Speld Decodable Readers
Sunshine Online Reading Books: Your child can also access terrific books from Sunshine Online. You will need
to use these login details; Username: newportlakes and Password: newport
On the site, enter the ‘Emergent’ learning space, go to ‘The Bookshelf’ and you’ll find some appropriate books.

Writing
Practise handwriting: Copy all lower case letters, following the correct starting points.
Revise spelling high frequency words: Try one of these ways to practise spelling high frequency words:

● Look at the word, point to and say each letter, cover it and say the names of the letters that spell the
word

● Place the word to be spelt in eyeline, bounce or throw a ball as they say each letter in the word
● Write the words in sand or with a stick in some dirt
● Write the new words using natural objects to form each letter
Write one sentence with your child:
Choose a simple sentence, or ask your child to construct one, e.g. ‘I am going to the park so I can play.’
You write, while your child stretches out each word (with your help) and says the sound that they can hear.
Ask them which letter, or letters, make that sound and record what they say.
You may end up with a sentence that looks like this; ‘I am g to the p s I c p.’ Or; ‘I am goi to the pk so I can pla.’
Encourage and praise any letter/sound matches. It’s ok that they don’t have the correct spelling at this stage –
we are working on matching letters to sounds.

Maths
Choose an activity from the Maths Daily Practise suggestions to complete each day.
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MONDAY
Reading

Focus: Retell

Read the poem ‘I See the Wind’ to students (included in blue bags). Children highlight particular letters that
they know. For example, “Colour all the letter ‘Es’ in pink and ‘Ss’ in blue”.
Try to stick to around 3 letters. Give children the added challenge of circling the High Frequency Words that
they know.

Writing

Focus: Characters and setting

Think of a fairy tale or story that you know, and think about what the setting (the place) looks like. Draw a
detailed picture of it and then write a sentence to match your drawing.

Maths

Focus: Days of the Week

N.B. All worksheets are available at the end of this document.
Listen to Days of the Week Song | The Singing Walrus.
Read The Very Hungry Caterpillar if you have your own copy, or listen to The Very Hungry Caterpillar.
Students complete the ‘Days of the Week’ worksheet by cutting and pasting OR you write the days of the
week onto pieces of paper and ask your child to put them in the correct order.
On completion, children point to each word and practise saying it.

Big Question Time (BQT)

STEAM Challenge tasks - Choose a challenge described in the ‘At Home Or
School STEAM Projects’ document.
Students select one of the 4 tasks to complete
(select one that has not yet been completed).

Art

Rainbow Trail - Rainbow artwork
If you take the colour wheel and stretch it out into a curve you have a rainbow
– the rainbow colours in order from the outside are: Red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo (dark blue) and violet (purple).
Use the 7 colours of the rainbow to create a rainbow artwork. Use the
materials and any size piece of paper or card that you have available.
Some ways to create your rainbow artwork may include: collage (using
coloured paper from magazines or wrapping paper), paint, coloured pencils,
textas, cardboard from a cereal box, scrap paper, an old magazine or a
newspaper. When you have finished making your rainbow artwork, display it in
a window at the front of your house so that people can see it when they walk
past.
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TUESDAY
Reading

Focus: Retell

Let your child know that this week we are learning to retell a story. (When we retell a story, we only tell the
important parts and in the right order.)
Read Goldilocks and the Three Bears to your child (here is a Goldilocks Read Aloud, if you don’t have access
to a hard copy). Talk briefly about the characters and where it is set. Ask your child to retell the main things
that happened orally. Use prompts such as, “What happened at the start of the story? What happened in the
middle? What happened at the end?”

Writing

Focus: Characters and setting

Think of a fairy tale or story that you know, and think about your favourite character (a person or animal
etc.) from the story. What do they look like, what are some things they like? Draw a detailed picture of them.
Then, write a sentence to match your drawing.

Maths

Focus: Days of the Week

N.B. All worksheets are available at the end of this document.
Days of the Week
Listen to Days of the Week Song | The Singing Walrus.
Students complete the ‘Days of the Week Trace and Write’ worksheet OR you write the words in their
workbook for your child to copy and paste.

Big Question Time
(BQT)

PE - Leaping

Finish your STEAM project from yesterday. Otherwise choose an activity of
your choice, it may be play based (create a school for your toys), or tune into
an episode of the podcast ‘But Why’ or the ABCs ‘House of Sound’. Make a
card or draw a picture to send to a loved one.
Warm up: Complete the Dance Routine or the following animal movements for 30
seconds each in an open space (have a short rest in between the different movements):
Slither like a snake, scamper like a puppy, waddle like a duck, leap like a frog, drag
yourself like a seal, kick like a wild horse and glide like a butterfly.
Leaping – In recent weeks, we have been learning to leap as far forward as we can, both
from a standing position and with a run-up. Today, we are going to work on our vertical
leap. When we leap vertically, we leap upwards instead of forwards and try to land
close to the spot where we started. We can leap higher if we use our bodies correctly.
Here are some vertical leaping tips:
●
●
●
●

Eyes are focused forwards or upwards throughout the leap
Crouch with your knees bent and arms behind your body
Forcefully, thrust your arms upwards as you straighten your legs to take off
Land on your feet and bend your knees to absorb the force of the landing

Before you start, make sure you have comfortable shoes on, an open space and a soft
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surface to land. Complete some small controlled leaps where you are focusing on
landing in a semi-squat position as if you were riding a motorbike (1-2 minutes). Make
sure you are taking your time and resting between leaps. Repeat again, but now try to
leap as high as you possibly can remembering to use the correct technique (1-2
minutes).
Hoop Jump: Now you are going to play Hoop Jump. You need a partner and a hoop. If
you do not have a hoop, you can use a bike tyre or even a ruler or stick to leap over.
How to play: One person kneels down holding a hoop out in front as close to the ground
as possible. The other person starts nearby outside the hoop. They are trying to leap
and land safely into the hoop without any part of their body touching the hoop. If
successful, they step outside the hoop and their partner will slightly raise the hoop
higher before the next attempt. Each subsequent leap will therefore be higher.
Continue this way until the jumper makes contact with the hoop. Once this happens,
the two participants swap roles. When leaping, feet must take off and land
simultaneously. Repeat as many times as you wish.
Variations – Leap sideways and backwards into the hoop.
Finish off by standing next to a wall or pole. Leap as high as you can, trying to touch
the wall or pole at your highest point. Get mum or dad, or an older sibling to mark the
height of your leap using tape or Blu Tack. Try to beat that mark as often as you wish
throughout the week.
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WEDNESDAY
Reading

Focus: Retell

Re-read Goldilocks and the Three Bears to your child (here’s the Goldilocks Read Aloud, if you don’t have the
hard copy). Ask your child to retell the story, again, using the prompts, “At the start...In the middle...At the
end…”
Then, ask your child to draw the start of the story, making sure that they include lots of details to show
information about the characters and setting. It is ok to ask them, several times, to keep adding more detail
to their drawing - they are used to this from us!

Writing

Focus: Characters and setting

Imagine that you are having a huge birthday party. What could go wrong? Maybe someone drops the cake
or maybe everyone forgets to come!
Draw some pictures to show what could go wrong and write a sentence about one of them.

Maths

Focus: Addition (domino counting)

Resources: Dominoes and a pointing stick.
Children take one domino. They say how many dots are in the top half of the domino and then count on the
number of dots in the bottom half of the domino. For example, ‘3 dots on top, and 1 more is 4’. Repeat for 6
dominos (or more if you have them).

Health

Bucket Filling
Listen to the story ‘Have You Filled a Bucket Today?’.
Think about every member of your family - how might you be a bucket filler for each
person? Do something for each person in your family to help fill their buckets. (And
remember, when you fill someone else’s bucket, you fill your own bucket too!) For
example, Hannah was a bucket filler because she made some cookies to share with
friends and family.

Indonesian

Traditional Indonesian Stories – Kancil the Mousedeer
This lesson is a continuation of the learning that you did in Indonesian last week. The
stories are all about a small Indonesian rainforest animal known as kancil (say kanchil)
who plays tricks on the other animals. Please note: This is an English language writing
task. You do not need to write in Indonesian!
Activity: Write a story about kancil and the tricks he/she plays on the other rainforest
animals. You can write your own original story or have a go at rewriting one of the
stories you have already watched or read. You might like to write your story on
several pages so that they can be stapled together and illustrated like a real book. Or
draw a picture of your own Kancil story, and write one sentence to match it.
I would love to see some of the work that you have been completing in Indonesian so
far. If you would like to share something you’ve done, please send it to me in an
email: carrington.lyndal.w@edumail.vic.gov.au
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THURSDAY
Reading

Focus: Retell

If necessary, re-read Goldilocks, then ask your child to draw the middle of the story.

Writing

Focus: Characters and setting

Look outside of your window or take a stroll in your backyard and write a sentence about what you hear. If
you have access to technology, you could record the sounds for a few minutes. You could then listen back to
the sounds and write what you hear.

Maths

Focus: Addition (domino counting and recording)

Resources: Dominoes and a pointing stick.
Repeat the activity from yesterday:
Children take one domino. They say how many dots are in the top half of the domino and then count on
from this number, the number of dots in the bottom half of the domino. Repeat for 6 dominos (or more if
you have them).
Ask children to record their findings like this:

Big Question Time (BQT)

Learning Asset focus: Collaboration
Listen to the story Henry & Amy
Who collaborated in this story? How could you collaborate at home?
Design your own treehouse; draw it, or use natural materials in your garden
or recyclable items at home such as empty toilet paper rolls, cardboard
boxes etc. *If you would like to send in a photo of this, we’d love to see it.

Performing Arts

Puppets
Encourage your child to create a stage for their puppet show, using old
cardboard boxes, fabric, towels, sheets etc., and please help your child to
use scissors safely if required. Your child may like to paint or decorate it
with what you have available. Here are some examples:

Vocabulary to Research: theatre, performance
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FRIDAY
Reading

Focus: Retell

Review your child’s drawings from Wednesday and Thursday. Ask them to retell the parts of the story they
have drawn. Then, ask your child to draw the end of the story.
Extension: You could invite your child to orally retell the story using their pictures as prompts and record it
to send to grandparents or aunts and uncles.

Writing

Focus: Characters and setting

Draw a picture of anything you like (it could be a made up world or character or something you made from
LEGO) and write a sentence about it.

Maths

Focus: Addition (friends of 10)

N.B. All worksheets are available at the end of this document.
Show this rainbow picture illustrating the ‘Friends of Ten’ facts
to children. (‘Friends of 10’ is how we describe all of the
possible number relationships that sum to 10, and we want
children to become familiar with these.) Ask children to
complete one of the ‘Friends of Ten’ worksheets.
Alternatively, children could use two sets of different materials
to model equations to 10, such as pebbles and tokens.

Children can take a photo of what they have done or draw a
picture in their scrapbook. Repeat using different numbers and
ask your child, “How many different ways can you make the
number 10?”
Extension: Children have a go at recording the equation next to
their modelled example (see right).

Big Question Time (BQT) Finish off your treehouse from yesterday’s BQT activity.
Play-based learning

Choose your own play-based activity to complete, such as drawing a picture,
playing shops, creating music from found objects, or collecting natural
materials to create a collage.
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PRIORITY TASKS
Reading
-

-

-

Phonics practise
Practise saying the name and sound for all sounds/letters learnt (S A T P I N M E H R D O U L B C K ck and
W). Be sure to show your child both upper and lower case versions of the letters.
High Frequency Words (HFW) practise
as a I is at it in am the was man an of to sat and his on not said because like me be we went,
so, no, go, going, you, my, us
Independent reading practise
Listen to a story read by Oliver Jeffers or Mo Willems through these ‘A Story A Day’ links OR watch an
episode or two of Storytree on ABC iView Education. Ask your child to retell the story that was told.

Writing
-

Practise handwriting
Write one sentence with your child
Easier day option:
Ask your child to complete one of the trace and write sheets from their green books. They should be
encouraged to add a follow on sentence of their own and draw a picture to match their writing.

Maths
N.B. All worksheets are available at the end of this document.
-

-

Maths daily practise
Activity: Listen to Days of the Week Song | The Singing Walrus.
Students complete the ‘Days of the Week Trace and Write’ worksheet OR you write the words in their
workbook for your child to copy and paste.
Easier day option:
Complete ‘Dot-to-Dot’ worksheets (it’s easy to find more by Googling free dot to dots, and you’ll even
find some that involve skip counting by 2s or 5s).
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Days of the Week Worksheet
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Days of the Week Trace and Write Worksheet

Monday ______
Tuesday ______
Wednesday ______
Thursday _______
Friday ______
Saturday ______
Sunday _______
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Dot to Dot Worksheet 1
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Dot to Dot Worksheet 2
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Friends of 10 Worksheet
Option 1: Colour and notice the number connections
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Friends of 10 Worksheet
Extension: Colour and record the number connections
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